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1. Introduction

Nowadays, mobile devices come equipped with increasingly lightweight

yet powerful sensors. The embedded sensors include communication mod-

ules like Bluetooth, cellular and Wi-Fi, inertial sensors such as accelerom-

eters and gyroscopes, and environmental-monitoring components, includ-

ing barometers, cameras and microphones. The rich information collected

by these sensors can be used to better understand the surroundings and

behaviors of individuals and provide them with tailored services.

At the same time, a new sensing paradigm - mobile crowdsensing [49,

53] - has emerged and has attracted much attention. With mobile crowd-

sensing, the sensor data from individual mobile devices is collected and

uploaded to the cloud. Advanced services can be offered to mobile users

by analyzing and fusing the crowdsourced data.

A mobile user can benefit by participating in mobile crowdsensing. The

information sensed by an individual mobile device can acquire environ-

mental information from the area near the mobile user. Thus, apps can

make decisions based on limited observation of the environment. On the

other hand, mobile crowdsensing enables the mobile device to understand

the environment on a larger scale by using sensor data contributed by

other mobile devices. As a result, apps gain more intelligence for making

optimized decisions. For example, in the scenario provided by global posi-

tioning system (GPS)-based navigation for drivers, an individual-sensing

method calculates a navigation path based on the GPS readings of the

mobile device; a mobile-crowdsensing app, on the other hand, can un-

derstand traffic conditions in the entire area [28], making it possible to

predict and avoid traffic jams.

There are several advantages to applying mobile crowdsensing. First

9



Introduction

of all, mobile crowdsensing systems employ the rich sensing capabilities

of mobile devices to collect the data. Mobile users contribute their sen-

sor data voluntarily. In other words, mobile crowdsensing systems do not

need to deploy dedicated hardware components for data collection. Conse-

quentially, the cost of data collection is decreased for mobile crowdsensing

systems. Furthermore, each mobile device is equipped with multiple sen-

sors that make it possible for mobile crowdsensing systems to acquire a

variety of crowdsourced data. Last but not least, mobile devices held by

users have the advantage of moving freely. This feature makes it possi-

ble for each individual device to sense data in a wide range. As a result,

high-quality and large-scale sensor data can be collected on the fly.

Recent years have witnessed the success of mobile crowdsensing sys-

tems in different fields [53]. Mobile users within the same area usually

share some common interests; thus, they are willing to participate in mo-

bile crowdsensing. For example, mobile users in the same city are likely

to care about traffic conditions [28], noise pollution [79], air quality [85],

and so on. Furthermore, mobile users are also interested in mobile crowd-

sensing systems that offer optimized solutions or assistance services. Ex-

amples include saving energy for mobile devices [107, 118], location-based

services [30, 126] and even finding a lost child [100].

Despite the unprecedented popularity of mobile crowdsensing, several

challenges still exist that need to be carefully considered when develop-

ing mobile crowdsensing systems. One of the most common challenges

has to do with efficiently bootstrapping and continuously improving the

performance of mobile crowdsensing systems. Crowdsourced data is the

basic element involved in creating mobile crowdsensing systems and in-

creasing the scales. High-quality services can be offered given enough

crowdsourced data. However, the reality is that it is difficult to collect

enough data during the initial stage. Consequently, the service quality is

decreased with limited crowdsourced data.

How to efficiently bootstrap and continuously improve the performance

of mobile crowdsensing systems has become a critical issue. The prin-

ciple goal of this thesis is to propose methods and computing schemes to

tackle this critical technical challenge when developing mobile crowdsens-

ing systems. We elaborate the research questions, scope, methodology and

contributions as follows.

10
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1.1 Research Question and Scope

The technical challenge of efficiently bootstrapping and continuously im-

proving the performance of mobile crowdsensing systems can be further

divided into three research questions as follows.

RQ 1. Can we utilize crowdsourced data collected from mobile devices

to efficiently create new services? This research question can be divided

into two parts: Can we rely on crowdsourced data to provide a new ser-

vice? And how can we evaluate the performance of crowdsensing-based

services?

RQ 2. What kind of algorithms are required to improve the efficiency of

mobile crowdsensing systems? Efficiently collecting, organizing and uti-

lizing crowdsourced sensor data is important for providing high-quality

services. Carefully designed algorithms are needed that take heteroge-

neous data structure, computing efficiency and power consumption into

consideration.

RQ 3. How can we offer reliable services during the bootstrapping stage

and keep improving the service quality afterwards? One key challenge

comes from the fact that there is not enough crowdsourced data during

the initial stage. Most conventional techniques are designed based on the

assumption that enough data is already available. For this research ques-

tion, we try to find solutions to offer reliable services when there is not

enough crowdsourced data. Furthermore, we would like to design algo-

rithms for improving the service quality with more data collected when

providing services to mobile users.

Due to the large scope of these research questions, it is difficult to an-

swer them without putting them into practical scenarios. This thesis aims

to obtain answers to these questions from the practice of designing and

developing two real-life crowdsensing systems, as described in Table 1.1.

Scenario I adopts the cellular signal-strength traces contributed by mo-

bile users to achieve mobile energy efficiency. Scenario II utilizes crowd-

sourced images and inertial sensor data to offer indoor location-based ser-

vices. The details are explained in what follows.

In recent years, energy efficiency has increasingly become a primary

concern for mobile users. Prior studies [37, 97] show that signal strength

plays an important role in the power consumption of wireless communica-

11
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Table 1.1. Summary of the two mobile crowdsensing systems implemented in this thesis.

Scenarios Scenario I Scenario II

Environments Outdoor Indoor

Mobile users Drivers / passengers in ve-

hicles

Visitors / customers indoor

Services Saving power consumption

of mobile devices

Indoor mapping, localiza-

tion and navigation

Major inputs Cellular signal strength Images

tions. Mobile phones that are used where signal strength is strong benefit

from greater energy efficiency. This creates an opportunity to save energy

by transmitting data with strong signal strength. Inspired by the success

of open signal map [10], we propose to leverage the power of mobile crowd-

sensing, which allows new users to save energy by adopting information

about cellular signal-strength distribution collected by other users.

Indoor location-based services are badly needed with the increasing num-

ber of complex indoor environments. Smartphones today are equipped

with high-resolution cameras, and mobile users are willing to share beau-

tiful scenarios or exciting moments with the public. This can be seen from

the popularity of photo-sharing websites like Flickr and Instagram [82,

105]. Furthermore, researchers have proven that it is possible to use

crowdsourced photos to build 3D models of buildings via structure-from-

motion (SfM) techniques [46, 101, 115]. Inspired by this observation, we

propose to utilize crowdsourced images to build 3D models of indoor en-

vironments and thereby provide indoor location-based services, including

indoor mapping, localization and navigation.

Because this thesis focuses on the issue of efficiently bootstrapping and

continuously improving the performance of mobile crowdsensing systems,

challenges mentioned in previous studies - including heterogeneous plat-

forms [117], incentive mechanisms, privacy and security issues [120, 49,

93, 53] - are out the scope of this work. However, our study makes it

possible to tackle the challenge of incentive mechanisms. This is because

mobile users are attracted by systems that can provide services of gen-

eral interest. As a result, they contribute their data by participating the

system.

12
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Large scale crowdsourced
data collection and analysis

System design

performance evaluation

System implementation
and service providing

Figure 1.1. An overview of the research methodology.

1.2 Methodology

We determined the answers to the research questions listed above through

a comprehensive system design, implementation and performance evalu-

ation. Figure 1.1 depicts an overview of the research methodology adopted

in the thesis.

We collected and analyzed crowdsourced data on a large scale. To de-

termine the power-consumption behaviors of different mobile devices, we

developed an Android app and deployed it on different mobile platforms to

collect signal-strength data and related throughput and power-consumption

information along the road. We measured relationships among such data

for different mobile devices. Furthermore, we compared power-consumption

behaviors under different signal strengths among multiple mobile hand-

sets.

To explore the potential of utilizing crowdsourced photos for indoor location-

based services, we employed application programming interfaces (APIs)

provided by Foursquare [3], Instagram [6] and Flickr [2] to collect images

from different venues, including public attractions, shopping malls and

public-transportation stations. We used these images to reconstruct 3D

models via structure-from-motion (SfM) tools [113]. We also developed

several measurement metrics to evaluate the feasibility of using crowd-

sourced photos for indoor mapping and localization.

We also designed algorithms for efficiently organizing and utilizing crowd-
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sourced data. Moreover, mobile crowdsensing systems were created to

provide services and to collect more sensor data at the same time. We

evaluated the performance of our mobile crowdsensing systems via field

study in multiple environments. In case the crowdsourced data is in-

sufficient for offering services with conventional methods, advanced al-

gorithms were designed to provide reliable services while continuously

improving the service quality with more and more crowdsourced data.

1.3 Contributions

This thesis summarizes five publications and addresses the proposed re-

search questions. The contributions of these publications are elaborated

as below.

Publication I proposes to save energy in cellular data communication

by adopting crowdsourced cellular signal-strength information. We con-

ducted measurements to prove that it is feasible to save energy by adapt-

ing data communication to cellular network conditions based on crowd-

sourced signal-strength information. We further implemented a prototype

system to validate the efficacy of our proposed mechanism.

Publication II explores the potential of employing crowdsourced pho-

tos of indoor environments to offer indoor mapping and localization ser-

vices. We chose multiple, popular, indoor environments and downloaded

photos from photo-sharing websites. We then reconstructed 3D models

from these photos and designed metrics to evaluate them. The results

show that there are good opportunities for using models built from crowd-

sourced images for indoor mapping and localization.

Publication III presents the design, implementation and evaluation of

iMoon: an image-based indoor mapping, localization and navigation sys-

tem that uses crowdsourced photos and sensor data collected from mobile

devices. iMoon builds sensor-enriched 3D models from crowdsourced im-

ages, inertial sensors and Wi-Fi fingerprints. It combines image-based lo-

calization with fingerprinting to achieve high efficiency. The experimental

results show that the indoor maps produced by iMoon serve the purpose

of navigation, and iMoon achieves competitive performance with low re-

sponse delay.
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Publication IV proposes an enhanced particle-filtering algorithm for in-

door tracking that uses initial crowdsourced maps. The algorithm takes

the potential errors on initial crowdsourced maps into account, and en-

hances particle filtering by improving collision detection and particle re-

generation mechanisms.

Publication V provides a solution for creating and updating indoor nav-

igation maps with crowdsourced images and user trajectories. Our solu-

tion provides navigation services for mobile users based on a generated

navigation graph. Furthermore, it locates and corrects erroneous paths

of the navigation graph that are based on crowdsourced user traces. As a

result, the quality of the navigation graph is improved.

1.4 Structure

Chapter 2 surveys the state-of-the-art of mobile energy-efficiency meth-

ods, indoor location-based services and related mobile crowdsensing sys-

tems. Chapter 3 summarizes the contributions of this thesis. Chapter4

concludes this thesis. The original papers are attached at the end.
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2. Background and Related Works

This chapter discusses background and related works that are relevant to

the two mobile crowdsensing systems listed in Table 1.1.

2.1 Mobile Energy Efficiency

Mobile devices, such as smartphones, have become more and more power-

ful in terms of their sensing and computing capability. At the same time,

the capacity of lithium-ion batteries installed in mobile devices has also

improved during the last decade. For example, one of the most popular

smartphones, iPhone 4s, had a battery capacity of 1,430 mAh [13] when

it was released in 2011. The newest iPhone 7 has a capacity of 1,960

mAh [7]. However, the capacity does not grow fast enough compared to

the increasing power demand. Tens of thousands of power-hungry appli-

cations and games are being published on Google Play and the Apple App

Store every year [9]. As a result, battery life has been decreasing over the

years. It is quite often that a fully charged smartphone can last less than

24 hours under heavy usage.

Saving power consumption for mobile devices has been studied for decades.

The research efforts range from low-power hardware design to energy-

efficient data transmission. This thesis aims to utilize crowdsourced sig-

nal traces to save energy expenditures due to cellular data transmission.

We introduce the technical background of energy efficiency in cellular

data transmissions in Section 2.1.1 and summarize crowdsensing-based

solutions in Section 2.1.2.
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DCH

FACHIDLE

Figure 2.1. 3G Power state machine

2.1.1 Reducing Power Consumption of Cellular Data
Transmission

Cellular networks offer mobile devices abilities of accessing the Internet

in city scales. Furthermore, subscriptions to mobile data plans are getting

cheaper. The efforts to improve the energy efficiency of cellular data trans-

mission include reducing tail energy, transmitting data with stronger sig-

nal strength, etc.

As shown in Figure 2.1, the radio resource control state machine for

3GPP [14] networks consists of three states [19, 90]: Dedicated Channel

(DCH), Forward Access Channel (FACH) and IDLE. In the IDLE state, a

mobile device does not perform any data transmission; thus, power con-

sumption is the lowest. The FACH is a low-power state in which a mobile

device transfers data at a low rate. In the DCH state, a mobile device

sends and receives data at a high rate. As a result, it consumes more

power in this state. Mobile devices usually stay in the high-power state

for several seconds before transitioning to the low-power state after the

data transmission task is finished. This mechanism alleviates the delay

caused by moving from the IDLE state to the high-power state if another

transmission task comes in a short time. This transition period is also

known as tail time, which is controlled by the inactivity timer [65]. The

power consumed during the tail time is referred to as tail energy.

Balasubramanian et al. [19] conducted a measurement study and found

that around 60% of tail energy is wasted in the high-power state after

data transmission is finished. They proposed a method to schedule the

data transmission of delay-tolerant and prefetching applications to reduce

tail energy. For delay-tolerant apps, they scheduled multiple tasks to per-

form the transmission together to reduce the overall time spend in the

high-power state. For prefetching apps, Balasubramanian et al. chose to

prefetch useful data first to minimize overall power consumption. Simi-
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Figure 2.2. (a) Relationship between signal strength and throughput of Samsung SIII;
(b) Relationship between signal strength and power consumption .

larly, Liu et al. [71] presented TailTheft, a method that schedules multiple

data transmission tasks to the tail time of others to save tail energy. Based

on a feature named fast dormancy, which notifies the network to release

radio resource immediately, Qian et al. [89] proposed a tail-optimization

protocol to facilitate cooperation between mobile devices and radio-access

networks to decrease the power consumed in tail time.

Signal strength also influences the energy efficiency of cellular networks.

Figure 2.2 shows the impact of signal strength on TCP throughput and

power consumption of Samsung SIII. Poor signal strength results in lower

throughput and higher data-retransmission rates [37]. Furthermore, the

transmission power of a mobile device under weak signal strength would

be increased to achieve a good link-data rate. As a result, a mobile device

under weak signal strength will consume much more energy than it will

under good signal strength [37].

Schulman et al. [97] showed that mobile devices consume six times more

power for transmitting the same amount of data when the signal strength

is poor. Based on the analysis of historical signal traces collected by one

device, they proposed a method of predicting cellular signal-strength vari-
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ations along roads. Moreover, they offered algorithms for scheduling the

data transmission of syncing and streaming applications to save energy

based on predicted signal strength.

2.1.2 Utilizing Mobile Crowdsensing to Save Energy

Mobile crowdsensing has been used to save energy in mobile devices.

Some mobile users share similar behaviors when using apps. Based on

a comprehensive analysis of user behaviors, it is possible to design energy

efficient data-transmission schemes [57] or power-saving suggestions [32].

Hoque et al. [57] found that mobile users do not always finish watching

a video; thus, the energy is wasted if the mobile device tries to download

complete video clips. They proposed to collect viewing statistics to deter-

mine the possibility that a user will quit watching a video and offered

a download-scheduling algorithm based on these statistics and wireless-

communication power models to optimize power consumption.

Chon et al. [32] observed that the power consumption of an app varies

for different users even if they are using the same type of smartphone.

They collected large-scale usage data to determine the main energy holes

encountered during use and offered power-saving suggestions to mobile

users.

There are also some approaches to saving power in mobile crowdsensing

systems. Lane et al. [63] presented an energy-efficient method for collect-

ing sensor data from mobile crowdsensing systems. They developed a

model to predict the use of smartphone apps. Thus the sensing tasks can

be conducted while other apps that require the same sensor are running.

As a result, energy is saved compared to running the sensing task alone.

Wang et al. [107] proposed changing the sensor-data uploading method

for delay-tolerant crowdsensing tasks. They divided mobile users into

non-data-plan and data-plan users and designed different data-uploading

schemes to minimize energy consumption and data cost.

2.2 Building Maps of Indoor Environments

Indoor location-based services are badly needed for the increasing num-

ber of complex indoor environments. Examples include locating a user
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when he/she is lost in a building, advertising discount products near a

user, searching a place of interest and navigating to a specified position.

It is reported that the indoor location market will be worth $4.4 billion by

2019 [5]. Indoor mapping and localization are two fundamental compo-

nents of indoor location-based services. This section aims to introduce the

state-of-the-art of indoor mapping. Section 2.3 elaborates research efforts

on indoor localization techniques.

An indoor map is supposed to clearly describe an indoor environment

for providing indoor location-based services. A fine-grained indoor map

needs to serve the following purposes.

• Showing the interior layout of an indoor environment: e.g., the rooms

and halls in an office building, the shops in a shopping mall, the

shelves in a supermarket, etc. Furthermore, the navigation informa-

tion needs to be derived based on the layout. As a result, navigation

guidance can be created to help users find designated destinations.

• Providing place-of-interest (POI) information. POI information is

associated with the layout to show some additional descriptions of a

space. POI information can be different based on the purpose of the

system. For example, it can include information about products in a

supermarket or descriptions of exhibitions in a museum.

2.2.1 3D Point Cloud based Mapping

Recently, there has been a growing interest in adopting 3D point clouds

to create indoor maps. A 3D point cloud is used to describe objects in the

form of discrete (x, y, z) point coordinates. In the case of indoor mapping, a

3D point cloud presents the spatial information of an indoor environment.

One conventional method of building 3D point clouds involves capturing

data by laser scanners and/or depth cameras through comprehensive war-

driving [62, 87]. For example, Okorn et al. [87] obtained the 3D point

cloud of indoor environment from laser scanners positioned in multiple

locations.

Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) [39] is a process with

which a mobile agent can create a 3D point cloud of an unknown environ-

ment and at the same time keep track of the location of the mobile agent.

SLAM approaches have been widely employed in high-end professional
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mobile agents, including self-driving cars [68, 111], unmanned aerial ve-

hicles [54, 27] and human-carried backpack systems [74, 33]. These de-

vices are usually expensive. For example, the human-operated backpack

system developed by Liu et al. [74] consists of four laser scanners and two

inertial measurement units. The backpack system can automatically cre-

ate 3D point clouds when backpacker-wearers walk inside the buildings.

Recent years have witnessed some lightweight SLAM systems equipped

in commercial devices. KinectFusion [86] implements a real-time 3D-

surface reconstruction of room-sized scenes based on depth data streamed

from a moving Kinect sensor. The Google Tango tablet [4] is equipped

with a 3D depth sensor and a motion-tracking camera. The SLAM system

adopts the readings of these advanced sensors to generate the 3D point

cloud and the geometry of the environment. Nevertheless, these SLAM

methods have not been widely adopted for indoor mapping.

Structure from Motion (SfM) is another popular method for constructing

3D point clouds. Different from SLAM, SfM-based approaches can build

3D point cloud from unordered 2D photos and require only camera as a

data-collection tool. The SfM pipeline consists of 3 main steps, as depicted

in Figure 2.3. The details are described as follows.

(1) The first step is to extract distinctive and invariant features from im-

ages. There are many feature-extraction algorithms [116]. Scale-invariant

feature transform (SIFT) [75, 76] is one of the best-known algorithms.

Highly distinctive and invariant features can be extracted from images

regardless of their scale and rotation. SIFT has been widely used for fea-

ture extraction in many SfM tools, including VisualSFM [113, 112] and

openMVG [84, 12].

(2) The next step is to find matched features among different images.

The matched features are found by searching the nearest neighbors in the

feature database [76]. There are also various feature-matching methods.

One straightforward way is to compare every different image. The com-

putational complexity in this case is O(N2), where N is the number of the

images. Wu [112] proposed multi-threaded GPU acceleration to increase

performance. It is possible that the images are taken sequentially: for

example, the frames extracted from a video. In this case, nearby images

are likely to share common features. Consequently, only nearby images

are used to conduct the feature matching process and the computational
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Figure 2.3. Pipeline of 3D modelling from 2D photos using SfM.

complexity is decreased to O(N).

(3) The last step is called bundle adjustment [104]. The purpose is to cal-

culate a group of 3D points that represent the matched features. At the

same time, camera poses, including position and facing direction, are es-

timated. To accelerate this process, researchers [102, 115] have proposed

an incremental method that chooses an initial pair of images for the cal-

culation and adds new images one by one for estimation. In this way, the

computational complexity can be reduced from O(N4) to O(N) [102].

After the three steps described above, 3D point clouds can be recon-

structed from 2D images. Further steps can be employed to build com-

prehensive models. For example, a path-based multi-view stereo (PMVS)

algorithm [47] can further create dense point clouds, which have a clearer

view of objects; openMVS [52] can be adopted to build meshes and even

textured models.

SfM methods have been widely used for to create 3D point clouds and of-

fer related services. Agarwal et al. [15] reconstructed parts of Rome from

a large number of images downloaded from Flicker. Snavely et al. [102]

presented a photo explorer that offers 3D navigation and exploration of

photos based on the sparse 3D model that was created from photos of the

scene using SfM. Similarly, Furukawa et al. [48] applied SfM for recon-

structing architectural scenes in both indoor and outdoor environments.

Martion-Brualla et al. [80] solved the technical issues of disconnected 3D

point cloud fragments in the same indoor environment by putting them

on an annotated map of the site.

A floor plan can be acquired based on a constructed 3D point cloud. For
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example, in [87], a 2D floor plan is generated by removing the points that

represent floors and ceilings based on the height information of the 3D

points, projecting the remaining points onto a ground plan, and finally

extracting planar segments based on the density of the points. Ikehata

et al. [59] claimed that indoor scenes are highly structured and consists

of elements like rooms, ceilings and windows. They designed a way to

discover these structural elements from point clouds and to generate floor

plans. 3D point clouds describe 3D spaces in terms of points. In many

cases, floor plans do not needed to be described with points. Hornung et

al. [58] proposed Octomap, an efficient probabilistic 3D mapping tool for

converting point clouds to occupancy grid maps [103]. They adopted the

data structure of octree [110] to partition the 3D space into eight octants

recursively until a minimum size is reached, and they estimated the oc-

cupancy state of each grid cell.

To provide navigation services, a post-processed map that identifies nav-

igation information is needed. The navigation information can be repre-

sented by grid maps, navigation graphs, or navigation meshes [43, 26].

In the case of a grid-based approach, an occupancy grid map is needed

to identify occupied grids that represent non-walkable areas. Naviga-

tion meshes and graphs are widely employed for path planning in video

games [26]. To build a navigation graph, a group of waypoints is placed

to represent critical connection positions in an indoor environment. Af-

ter that, these waypoints are connected based on the environment map.

Furthermore, the edges may be weighted based on different criteria of

the path planning. A navigation mesh is described by a group of con-

vex polygons that represent walkable areas in a space. The agent can

move freely in each polygon. The neighboring polygons are connected

to each other in a graph. After acquiring navigation information, algo-

rithms like Dijkstra’s [35] or A* [55] can be employed for efficient path

planning [20, 56, 36].

2.2.2 Crowdsourced Indoor Mapping

Utilizing mobile user trajectories for indoor floor plan construction is a

well-known crowdsourced indoor-mapping method. The user trace is es-

timated based on inertial sensors such as accelerometers and gyroscopes.
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More details are explained in Section 2.3.1.

Zhang et al. [125] proposed CIMLoc to utilize inertial sensors to collect

traces from mobile users. CIMLoc assumes that the mobile device can

acquire an initial position when a user enters a building - for example,

by utilizing GPS or Wi-Fi fingerprinting. The traces are then partitioned

into segments and clustered [42] to derive final floor plans of indoor en-

vironments. Because the data obtained from inertial sensors contains a

high level of noise, estimated user trajectories may contain errors. CIM-

Loc applied a partition-and-group framework [67] to a large quantity of

crowdsourced trajectories to achieve a better mapping result.

To improve the accuracy of user traces, foot-mounted sensors have been

employed in some works [17, 88] to reduce the accumulated errors caused

by smartphone sensors. Some other works [16, 98] adopt anchor points -

i.e., known locations with distinguishing features - to calibrate the traces.

Alzantot et al. [16] proposed CrowdInside to apply floor changing areas

such as stairs and elevators as anchor points to calibrate the traces. More-

over, CrowdInside is able to detect high-level semantics such as rooms and

corridors based on various identified points of interest in the environment.

Radio signal strength (RSS) information can also be used to calibrate

traces. Shen et al. [98] observed that Wi-Fi signal-strength variation

along walking paths can be used as landmarks to calibrate user traces.

They presented Walkie-Markie, which adopts inertial sensors to collect

crowdsourced traces and further employs Wi-Fi variation trends to cor-

rect them. The calibrated traces are finally aggregated for creating floor

plans. Shin et al. [99] combined Wi-Fi fingerprinting with dead reckoning

to acquire user traces for constructing topological floor plans.

Zhou et al. [127] proposed to characterize indoor maps with a link-node

model, in which pathways are the links and the intersections of pathways

are the nodes. They utilized built-in sensors of smartphones to detect

specific activities like turning or landmarks like Wi-Fi fingerprints when

users pass the nodes. Furthermore, they estimated the distances between

nodes based on pedestrian dead reckoning. As a result, the indoor floor

plan is constructed based on the link-node model.

With advancements in computer vision techniques and the increased

quality and availability of cameras on mobile devices, employing crowd-

sourced visual data for indoor mapping has also gained much popularity.
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Gao et al. [51] proposed to create indoor floor plans from crowdsourced

images and inertial sensors. SfM and vanishing-line detection [66] were

employed to obtain landmark positions. After this, they measured the

distances and orientation differences between landmarks based on two

micro-tasks: Click-Rotate-Click (taking a photo, making a turn, taking a

new photo) and Click-Walk-Click (taking a photo, going straight, taking

a new photo). The final floor is created by reconstructing walls, hallways

and rooms. Crowdsourced trajectories were also used to identify walkable

areas in hallways.

CrowdMap [31] utilizes crowdsourced videos and inertial sensor data as

inputs to reconstruct floor plans. Videos were collected along user walk-

ing trajectories. After that, key frames extracted from videos were used

to determine whether two traces could be merged. The merged crowd-

sourced traces were used to reconstruct a floor path skeleton. Further-

more, CrowdMap adopts 360 degree panoramic scenes for extracting lay-

outs of different rooms.

Similarly, Chen et al. [30] proposed a mobile crowdsensing system, In-

doorCrowd2D, to leverage crowdsourced images and sensory data for re-

constructing indoor panoramic maps. The process involves building hall-

way skeletons and indoor panoramic images. They first discretized the in-

door space into grid cells and then defined a special data-structure image

vector bundle [30] to estimate user movement information. The panoramic

map is gradually discovered with more and more crowdsourced data.

2.2.3 Adding POI Information

POI information is helpful for understanding indoor environments and

layout information comprehensively. Based on POI data, users can easily

specify a place of interest as a destination for navigation. Conventionally,

POI information is added through site surveys, which are hard to adapt

to frequently changing indoor environments. In recent years, leveraging

mobile crowdsensing for adding the POI information has attracted much

attention.

Philipp et al. [88] claimed that indoor grammars exist for different build-

ings. For example, it is very likely that the office of an assistant is next to

the office of an executive in an office building. They proposed MapGENIE,
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a system that combines indoor grammars, outlines of building exteriors

and crowdsourced user traces to create grammar-enhanced indoor maps.

Wang et al. [106] observed that certain locations in indoor environments

present identifiable features that can be acquired through one or more

mobile sensors. For example, accelerometer readings will show a dis-

tinct pattern when users take an elevator. They proposed UnLoc to utilize

multi-modal sensors to identify different landmarks and merge them with

the floor plan based on dead reckoning. Moreover, these landmarks can

help to calibrate user trajectories.

Similarly, Elhamshary et al. [41] presented TransitLabel, a system that

enriches floor plans of transit stations with semantic information includ-

ing fare collection gates, ticket vending machines and so on. Multi-modal

sensors are employed to recognize the activities of passengers and to record

their trajectories at the same time. As a result, different semantics can

be estimated at different locations. The estimations are further clustered

and marked on the floor plan to serve other passengers. Elhamshary et

al. [40] also presented CheckInside to provide fine-grained indoor location-

based social networks. Based on crowdsourced sensor data collected dur-

ing the check-in operation and venue information extracted from existing

location-based social networks, the system associates a place with fine-

grained semantic fingerprints.

3D point clouds are also useful for constructing maps with valuable se-

mantic information. Russell et al. [94] proposed a way to analyze Wikipedia

and other texts together with crowdsourced photos. As a result, the point

cloud will be enriched with text tags that are related to images.

2.3 Locating Mobile Users Indoor

Indoor localization has been studied for decades. This work focuses on

the techniques being adopted on commercial mobile devices like smart-

phones. Indoor localization techniques can be categorized into label-,

triangulation-, fingerprinting-, dead reckoning- and image-based localiza-

tion. Table 2.1 summarizes these techniques. The details are elaborated

in Section 2.3.1.
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Table 2.1. A summary of indoor localization techniques.

Category Researches Requirements and challenges

Labeling [21, 23, 44,

95, 60]

Pre-installing labels at known posi-

tions. The accuracy depends on the

density of labels.

Triangulation [70, 108] Pre-installing reference points at

known positions. The accuracy de-

pends on the complexity of indoor

environments.

Fingerprinting [18, 29, 34,

72]

Pre-building radio map. The accu-

racy depends on the density of fin-

gerprints.

Dead reckoning [45, 61, 69,

121]

Requiring the initial position, po-

sitions of landmarks or obstacles.

The accuracy depends on eliminat-

ing accumulated errors of inertial

sensor readings in time.

Image [50, 77, 81,

96, 119]

Pre-collecting image landmarks, or

pre-constructing 3D models. The

accuracy depends on steady and

distinguishing features.

2.3.1 Indoor Localization Techniques

Label-based indoor localization requires installation of a group of labels

in the indoor environment. The labels can be Bluetooth beacons [21,

44], Radio Frequency Identifier Description (RFID) tags [23, 95], and QR

codes [60]. The accurate location information of these labels need to be

identified and stored beforehand. When a user is walking in a building,

location information is transferred to the mobile device in a passive or ac-

tive way. The accuracy of label-based method depends on the density of

deployed labels. More labels are required if higher positioning accuracy is

needed. As a result, the cost is increased for deploying and maintaining

these labels.

The triangulation method also requires the positions of a group of labels,

which are also known as reference points [73] in triangulation systems.
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Unlike label-based localization systems, fewer of the reference points are

needed for triangulation approaches. The most used reference points in-

clude the Wi-Fi access point [70] and Bluetooth [108]. When a mobile

device needs to get a position based on triangulation, the positions of at

least three reference points are needed. At the same time, the distances

or the angles between the mobile device and the reference points are ac-

quired [73]. Finally, the location of the mobile device can be estimated

based on this information. The localization accuracy of triangulation ap-

proaches is influenced by the indoor environment. Obstacles between

the mobile device and reference points will cause a multipath effect [72],

which will influence the measurements of the distances or angles. Conse-

quently, the final estimated position will be influenced.

Fingerprinting-based indoor localization is one of the most well-known

infrastructure free approaches, and it has been widely studied in the lit-

erature. It does not require deploying any hardware beforehand in the

indoor environment. Instead, it utilizes existing distinguishing features -

i.e., fingerprints - for localization. The basic idea is to collect a group of lo-

cations and their corresponding fingerprints during the offline stage. Con-

sequently, each location can be identified with a unique fingerprint. The

relationships between locations and corresponding fingerprints are stored

in a database. In the online stage, the mobile device collects a new finger-

print and tries to find the nearest match in the database. As a result,

the position of the matched fingerprint is considered as the localized po-

sition. Various sensor data deployed on mobile devices has been adopted

for fingerprinting-based localization, including Wi-Fi [18, 72], magnetic

field [34], and Bluetooth [29].

Conventionally, building a fingerprint database requires site surveys,

which are labor-intensive. To achieve better localization accuracy, more

fingerprints must be collected from different locations. Consequently, a

more comprehensive site survey is needed. Furthermore, the fingerprints

at one location may change due to infrastructure changes, which will re-

sult in the updating of the fingerprint database. To create and update the

fingerprint database efficiently, some mobile crowdsensing methods are

proposed in Section 2.3.2.

Image-based approaches have been widely adopted for robot localiza-

tion and navigation [24]. In recent years, image-based methods have
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attracted much attention for locating mobile users due to their high ac-

curacy [81, 119, 50]. Like fingerprinting methods, image-based localiza-

tion needs to train a database containing a group of distinguishing fea-

tures with known positions. Unlike radio frequency fingerprints, these

features can be landmarks [50] or SIFT/SURF features [109] extracted

from images. When a user is walking in an indoor environment, the

camera equipped in the mobile device takes images that will be used for

image matching and to determining the camera pose (i.e., the user posi-

tion). For example, Gao et al. [50] proposed Sextant, an approach that

efficiently leverages landmarks like shop names as reference points for

image matching. After finding matched landmarks, they used triangula-

tion to estimate the final camera pose.

It is also possible to employ SfM point clouds for image-based localiza-

tion. The point cloud of an indoor environment is first created based on

images collected beforehand. After that, the user can simply take a photo

to find common features in the point cloud. The final user position will

be returned if enough features can be found. The feature-matching pro-

cess can be very time consuming if a large number of features exist in the

point cloud. To accelerate this process, Lu et al. [77] proposed using vi-

sual words and approximate nearest neighbor methods. Similarly, Sattler

et al. [96] proposed a framework for efficient 2D-to-3D matching that is

based on visual vocabulary quantization and a prioritized correspondence

search. Image-based solutions usually achieve sub-meter accuracy [81]

because the features extracted from images are quite steady.

Pedestrian dead reckoning [61] estimates the position of a user based on

a previously known position. The initial position can be acquired through

other localization methods. Inertial sensors like accelerometers and gy-

roscopes are employed to detect the steps and changes of direction [69].

Every time a user makes a move, the position will be updated based on

the location of the last step and the inertial sensor readings. As a result,

user location can be updated in the granularity of steps.

It is possible that localization error will be increased after multiple steps

because readings from inertial sensors are not accurate enough. The ac-

cumulated error can be eliminated with help from environmental knowl-

edge, like floor plans. For example, a user is not allowed to cross a wall.

Particle-filtering-based dead reckoning [45] has been widely used to cali-
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Figure 2.4. The principle of particle filtering based pedestrian dead reckoning.

brate user positions.

The basic principle of particle-filtering-based dead reckoning is described

in Figure 2.4. First of all, it initializes a group of particles based on ini-

tial user position. Next, upon detection of steps, it updates the particles

within the constraint of the indoor map. If a particle hits a wall or any

other obstacle, a collision occurs and the particle in question is regener-

ated based on live particles nearby. Meanwhile, it updates the user po-

sition based on the particles that have survived since the last step. Li

et al. [69] proposed an inertial-sensor-based user step detector algorithm.

They applied particle filters to achieve accurate indoor tracking. Their

approach focuses on accurate step detection and correct stride length esti-

mation. To alleviate the initial uncertainty of dead-reckoning techniques,

Yang et al. [121] proposed Flash-Loc, a system that exploits surveillance

cameras and smartphone camera flashes to obtain current position of a

user. Only after the position is obtained do they start to track users with

a dead-reckoning algorithm.

2.3.2 Utilizing Mobile Crowdsensing for Indoor Localization

As introduced in Section 2.3, some indoor localization techniques like fin-

gerprinting require comprehensive site-survey methods to achieve satis-

factory positioning accuracy. Utilizing crowdsourced methods can help to

reduce the cost of site surveys.
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Rai et al. [92] proposed to construct Wi-Fi fingerprints maps in a crowd-

sourced way. The idea is to collect user trajectories together with Wi-Fi

fingerprints. They assume that the initial user position is not known. In-

stead, they require a floor plan as input. An augmented particle-filtering

method was employed to estimate user trajectories. The initial particles

are randomly distributed on the floor plan. Based on augmented step

counting and the heading offset estimating algorithm, particles are up-

dated within the limitation of the floor plan and converged to correct po-

sitions. They further adopted a back-propagation method to go back and

improve the accuracy of past locations. After creating an initial Wi-Fi

fingerprints map, the Wi-Fi fingerprinting method can also be used to es-

timate coarse positions of users.

Wu et al. [114, 123] presented a novel method to remove the site-survey

process of conventional approaches. They first employed a multi-dimensional

scaling (MDS) algorithm to generate stress-free floor plans [25]. Next,

they collected Wi-Fi fingerprints from mobile users and recorded the num-

ber of steps between fingerprints for constructing the fingerprint space

with MDS [25]. By comparing the stress-free floor plan and the finger-

print space, the final fingerprint database can be created for localization.

Radu et al. [91] proposed a hybrid localization mechanism, HiMLoc,

which combines Wi-Fi fingerprinting, activity classification and pedes-

trian dead reckoning. They claimed that the Wi-Fi fingerprints are col-

lected in a crowdsourced way and that the positions of a few landmarks

like stars and elevators are known. Consequently, user traces can be cali-

brated based on landmarks and Wi-Fi fingerprinting.

Some works also aim to solve the challenges caused by crowdsourced

collection of fingerprints. Yang et al. [122] indicated that mobile users

are not willing to spend a long time on data collection. They proposed a

method that extracts a reliable single fingerprint value per access point

from short-duration RSS measurement. Laoudias et al. [64] claimed that

mobile users usually carry different mobile devices, which report radio

signal-strength values in a different way. Consequently, the constructed

crowdsourced radio map will provide fingerprinting-based localization with

errors. They proposed to use differential fingerprints - i.e., fingerprints

that contain RSS differences instead of absolute RSS values to solve the

heterogeneity issue.
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Table 2.2. Summary of Mobile Crowdsensing systems.

Functions Researches Crowdsourced data

Energy efficiency
[57] Video watching behaviors

[32] App usage behaviors

Indoor mapping

[125] User traces (from inertial

sensors)

[17, 88] Traces (from foot-mounted

sensors)

[16, 98, 99, 127] Traces, landmarks (from in-

ertial sensors, Wi-Fi, etc.)

[51, 30] Images, traces

[31] Videos, traces

[106, 41, 40] multi-modal sensors

[94] Internet photos, Wikipedia

Indoor localization
[92, 114, 123, 64] Traces, Wi-Fi

[91] Traces, Wi-Fi, activity (from

inertial sensors)

2.4 Summary of Mobile Crowdsensing Systems

Mobile crowdsensing systems have the advantage of collecting consider-

able information of interest at low cost. For example, the smartphone

usage information was collected from 3,000 users for one month in [32].

Comprehensive analysis is conducted based on the crowdsourced data to

understand general user behaviors or construct sensor-enriched indoor

maps. As a result, optimized algorithms can be acquired for energy ef-

ficiency or localization. Table 2.2 lists mobile crowdsensing systems de-

scribed above. There are some trade-offs when designing mobile crowd-

sensing systems. We summarize the considerations in what follows.

Infrastructure vs. Infrastructure free. Some mobile crowdsensing sys-

tems do not rely on infrastructure. These systems can work appropri-

ately when a large amount of crowdsourced data has been collected. In

other words, the system may not function appropriately when not enough

data is available. This issue can be eliminated by collecting more crowd-

sourced data and adopting clustering approaches on a large quantity of

the data. For example, in crowdsourced traces-based indoor mapping sys-
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Table 2.3. Mobile Crowdsensing systems that require mobile users being aware of data
collection process.

Systems Data collection requirement

[17, 88] Foot-mounted sensors

[51, 31] Taking photos in a pre-defined way

[122] Collecting data at fixed locations

tems [17, 125], it is difficult to estimate a ready-for-use floor plan with a

few traces. The map will reflect the ground truth better when a number

of traces have been collected.

On the other hand, some systems can function correctly in an incremen-

tal way: i.e., they can still manage to offer some basic services with lim-

ited crowdsourced data. These systems are able to manage crowdsourced

data based on existing infrastructures. For example, in [92], the collected

user trajectories were aligned to the existing floor plan; thus, the Wi-Fi

fingerprints collected along the traces can offer fingerprinting-based lo-

calization when users pass by.

Participatory vs. opportunistic data collection. Some systems require

mobile users to participate in the data-collection process. Table 2.3 lists

the operations that need to be conducted by mobile users. In this way, the

data can be collected more efficiently. Nevertheless, it improves the com-

plexity of data collection because users have to collect data in a designated

way.

It is also possible that mobile users do not need to pay special attention

to the data-collection process. Instead, the users can use the mobile de-

vices normally, and the crowdsourced data is collected in an opportunistic

way when the services are offered to users. For example, mobile users up-

load their photos to the Internet for sharing some beautiful scenes. At the

same time, these photos can be collected for constructing 3D models [46].

In this case, the quality of the crowdsourced data depends on the behavior

of mobile users.
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3. Towards Efficiently Bootstrapping
and Continuously Improving Mobile
Crowdsensing Systems

This chapter answers the research questions listed in Section 1.1 based on

comprehensive design, implementation and evaluation of two self-developed

mobile crowdsensing systems. In the first system, we aim to lower the

power consumption of mobile devices by using crowdsourced cellular signal-

strength information. The second system provides indoor mapping, local-

ization and navigation services based on the collection of crowdsourced

images.

Taking the two scenarios described in Table 1.1 as examples, we first

answer RQ 1 (presented in Section 1.1) based on a feasibility evalua-

tion. The results of this feasibility evaluation are presented in Section 3.1.

Next, we tackle RQ 2 and elaborate our system design and implementa-

tion in Section 3.2. Finally, to answer RQ 3, Section 3.3 discusses methods

for providing reliable services based on limited crowdsourced data while

continuously improving the service quality.

3.1 Feasibility Evaluation

This section explores the feasibility of employing crowdsourced data for

creating the new services for the two scenarios. RQ 1 can be interpreted

in different ways, depending on the application scenario in question. Sec-

tion 3.1.1 answers the following question: Can a mobile device rely on

the signal-strength information collected by others to save energy? Sec-

tion 3.1.2 answers the following research questions: Can we rely on crowd-

sourced images contributed by mobile users to build 3D models of indoor

environments and provide indoor mapping and localization services? How

can we evaluate the created 3D model that are used for this purpose?
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(a) Signal-strength variations along a road sensed from different phones.
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Figure 3.1. Examples of checking the signal variation trends.

3.1.1 Utilizing Crowdsourced Cellular Signal Strength for
Energy-efficient Data Transmission

In Publication I, we first need to figure out the feasibility of employing

crowdsourced cellular signal strength to save energy. We further divided

the task into two sub-tasks. The first task is to determine whether the

signal variations among different devices along the same road follow sim-

ilar trends. The second is finding out if the power consumption of wireless

data transmission under different signal strengths follows similar behav-

iors regardless of phone model.

We employed six different types of Android smartphones for the mea-
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surement. These devices were put in a car driving along a road, which

is covered by cellular networks with signal strength varying between -99

dBm and -51 dBm. In this work, we have selected the high-speed packet

access (HSPA) network for the measurement study, as it is one of the most

popular cellular networks.

In the first sub-task, we analyzed signal-strength variations sensed from

multiple phone models along the same road. Figure 3.1a depicts an exam-

ple of signal-strength variations of three different smartphones, HTC HD,

Samsung GIO and SIII. We observe that the signal strength varies a lot

among different phones at the same locations. Nevertheless, the signal

traces of different phones also exhibit similar varying trends. We propose

to smooth the raw signal traces to hide local variations and acquire es-

sential varying trends. Figure 3.1b depicts the varying signal trends after

smoothing the signal traces in Figure 3.1a. Upon comparing these two fig-

ures, it can be seen clearly that, despite large local variations, the overall

trends of these phones present are similar. We applied a threshold value

(-77 dBm based on our experiment) to differentiate strong signal areas

from weak areas. We use the term "digitization" to refer to this process:

i.e., the area is considered strong if the signal strength is better than the

threshold and vice versa. By applying this principle to the smoothed sig-

nal traces in Figure 3.1b, we can acquire the dashed-line curves, as shown

in the same figure. We find that, after digitization, the strong and weak

signal areas sensed by different smartphones become very similar.

In the second sub-task, we focused mainly on TCP transmission as it ac-

counts for more than 80 percent of mobile data traffic [78]. We conducted

measurements for both TCP download and upload. The power consump-

tion of mobile phones was measured with the Monsoon power monitor [8].

The corresponding signal strength, TCP throughput and power consump-

tion were recorded for analysis. The measurements were conducted from

May of 2012 through January of 2013.

Based on the measurements, we observe that the power-consumption

behaviors under different signal-strength conditions for different smart-

phones follow the same power-consumption model. The power consump-

tion of downlink and uplink transmissions is described by equations 3.1

and 3.2

Powerdownlink = γ1 · s+ δ1 (3.1)
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Poweruplink =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
δ2 s ≥ threshold

γ2 · s+ δ2 s < threshold
(3.2)

where γ, s and δ represent the slope factor for power consumption, sig-

nal strength, and base power consumption, respectively. Note that the

downlink power consumption is mainly determined by base power con-

sumption δ1. For up-link transmission, when signal strength is stronger

than threshold value, the mobile device will employ a power amplifier to

significantly amply input power to acquire the desired output power level:

e.g., by switching from low-power mode to high-power mode. As a result,

the power consumption increases significantly.

Based on the results of the two sub-tasks, we find that the cellular sig-

nal strength sensed by different phones along the road share the simi-

lar variation trend. In addition, different mobile devices exhibit similar

power-consumption behaviors when signal strength varies. These obser-

vations indicate that it is possible for one mobile device to utilize signal

traces from others.

3.1.2 Utilizing Crowdsourced Images for Indoor Location-based
Services

This subsection summarizes the contributions of Publication II, which ex-

plores the feasibility of using crowdsourced photos to build 3D models of

indoor environments and utilizing these models to offer indoor mapping

and localization services. Recently emerged photo-sharing services like

Instagram and Flickr have lowered the barrier for end users and have

significantly boosted participating interests. The abundance of these In-

ternet photos makes it possible to build a large number of 3D models for

different buildings. At the same time, it is easier to update models with

newly uploaded photos.

To build a crowdsourced 3D model for a building, the first step is to col-

lect its related photos from the Internet. In our study, we chose seven

places from three types of indoor environments - namely, public attrac-

tions, shopping malls, and public-transportation stations - and we made

a survey of the availability of related photos on three popular photo shar-

ing sites: Flickr, Foursquare and Instagram. The experimental results
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Table 3.1. Statistics of place related photos available on Internet photo sharing sites. The
data was collected in August 2014.

Category Buildings Foursquare Instagram Flickr

Attractions
Rijksmuseum 4,925 25,885 9,589

Rock Church 454 135 1,513

Shopping malls

ION Orchard 3,682 6,321 5,455

Stockmann 1,504 1,690 1,033

VivoCity 3,076 16,301 5,103

Transportation

Frankfurt airport 14,650 4,977 7,704

Vantaa airport 9,366 48 3,726

in Publication II show that most of the public spaces we surveyed have a

good number of photos available. The number of publicly available photos

and associated information are listed in Table 3.1.

We applied VisualSFM [113] to build 3D models with photos downloaded

from Flickr. We designed three measurement metrics to evaluate the 3D

models. The first measurement is of the number of indoor 3D models

generated from the given photo set. The Internet photos taken by mobile

users may not cover every corner of the place in question. If an indoor

space is separated by rooms and shelves, a number of small models will be

built. This metric reflects the complexity of an indoor space. The second

measurement is of the number of used and dropped photos during the

SfM process. Some photos are not used to construct 3D models. This is

likely from the fuzzy tag-based search method (the photos downloaded are

not relevant to the space of interest), or improper focus of the photos (the

photos are focusing on humans while not enough background information

can be extracted). The value of used and dropped photos indicates the

utilization of input photos. The third measurement is of the density of

3D models. The image density at a location reflects the popularity of that

area. We further use the density of 3D points to measure point-cloud

quality and to calculate the 3D point density as the percentage of points

of an object or area in the point cloud.

In Publication II, we chose a famous tourist site in Helsinki - Rock

Church 1 - to illustrate the results. It is interesting to see that the struc-

1http://www.helsinginkirkot.fi/en/churches/rock-church-temppeliaukio
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ture of Rock Church has been well reconstructed. Nevertheless, it is also

worth noting that there several parts - e.g., seats and entrance - remain

blank. This is because visitors are not so interested in areas that are

common in daily life; thus, they did not take photos of those parts.

We further analyzed the feasibility of employing the reconstructed 3D

model for the purpose of indoor location-based services, including indoor

mapping and localization. We constructed the floor plan by organizing

the points in the 3D point cloud to different groups based on distance.

After that, the shapes of obstacles are extracted by generating non-convex

polygons out of these points [38]. The mapping results in Publication II

illustrate that the generated indoor map clearly shows the outline of the

Rock Church: i.e., the rock walls and the location of the entrance.

To evaluate how well the models can be used for localization, we down-

loaded more photos of Rock Church and implemented simple image-based

localization [77]. The process of localization involves finding enough common-

feature matches between the new photo and those already included in the

3D models. If enough matches are found, the new photo is registered to

the SfM model and the camera pose is inferred. The results show that

most photos are successfully located in the crowdsourced Rock Church

model.

In conclusion, it is feasible to build 3D models of indoor environments

from crowdsourced photos because the reconstructed 3D models can pro-

vide basic information about the indoor space, including overall structure.

There are good opportunities for using the models for indoor mapping

and localization in practice. Nevertheless, the incompleteness of certain

parts limits the application scenarios for such models. Furthermore, the

reconstructed models usually contain a large set of 3D points and a cer-

tain level of redundancy, which make indoor-location based services time-

consuming and computation-intensive. Thus, we need to design advanced

algorithms to improve the system performance.

3.2 Innovative Mobile Crowdsensing Systems

After exploring the feasibility of utilizing crowdsourced data to save en-

ergy and provide indoor location-based services in Section 3.1, we intro-
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duce the two mobile crowdsensing systems and corresponding algorithms

that answer RQ 2 in this section.

3.2.1 Energy Efficient Data Transmission

In Publication I, we proposed to optimize the power consumption of cel-

lular data transmission in the mobility scenario with the help of crowd-

sourced signal-strength information along the road. Based on knowledge

of the position of a mobile user and signal-strength variation in front of

the user, our system tries to schedule the data transmission of mobile

apps to happen in the areas where signal strength is stronger. As a re-

sult, power consumption is reduced.

We first geo-referenced the collected signal-strength information along

the road. During the collection stage, mobile devices must apply cellu-

lar network and GPS sensors to collect the information of cell ID, signal

strength, longitude and latitude. We divided the road into traces and

stored the trace information in the form of trace ID, neighboring trace ID,

GPS coordinates, smoothed signal-strength value and cell ID.

Next, we proposed an energy efficient localization algorithm to locate

the mobile device along the road. Based on the location, the mobile device

is able to choose the correct signal trace for understanding the signal-

strength variation in front. Due to the high power consumption caused by

continuously using GPS, we employ it only to acquire locations at the be-

ginning and for selecting the first signal trace. After that, we compare

the smoothed real-time signal trace (acquired from the handset under

test) with the crowdsourced reference signal trace to estimate the posi-

tion of the mobile device. We further adopt accelerometer readings to

eliminate the problem caused by cars stopping in the middle of a trace.

When the mobile device approaches the end of a trace, we apply a new

trace-selection algorithm to choose the most suitable neighboring trace to

continue the service.

Finally, we designed a predictive transmission algorithm for efficiently

using the signal trace information. We divide the signal trace into seg-

ments that are suitable or not suitable for transferring data based on

the crowdsourced signal-strength distribution in front of the user and the

data-transmission requirement of the mobile app. After that, the data is
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transferred only in areas that are suitable-for-transmission for the app.

The division of the signal trace is different for different apps. We applied

our predictive transmission for two types of apps: i.e., sync up and stream-

ing. The sync up app imitates delay-tolerant applications (e.g., email,

DropBox, and Play Store updates). Our system tries to search for the

best signal area in front of the user as the suitable-for-transmission area

based on the amount of data needs to be transferred while respecting app-

specified delay-tolerance deadline.

The streaming app represents delay-sensitive applications (e.g., Youtube

and Netflix). We implemented a streaming app by imitating downloading

and watching a high-definition video. Every time a downloading event

is triggered, it will download a fixed amount of content to the buffer. At

the same time, the content is consumed at a fixed speed. The delay re-

quirement is met by always keeping the buffer non-empty. Our predictive

transmission method calculates the best time to finish the content and

checks the crowdsourced signal strength in front to determine the best

time to download new contents by dynamically defining the suitable-for-

transmission area.

We evaluated our predictive transmission along the road. As a com-

parison, we also implemented continuous transmission and opportunis-

tic transmission methods. Continuous transmission implements the data

transmission without considering the influence of signal strength, while

opportunistic transmission triggers transmission only when signal strength

is stronger than a fixed threshold value.

The experimental results show that our predictive transmission method

can acquire a 27.8% energy saving comparing to opportunistic transmis-

sion for sync up tasks, and saves 24.4% of the energy in the scenario

of streaming. The continuous transmission scheme does not take signal

strength into account. As a result, overall power consumption varies ran-

domly according to momentary signal strength. The opportunistic trans-

mission improves energy efficiency by introducing a fixed threshold value.

However, because it does not have a full picture of signal-strength varia-

tion along the road, the preset-threshold cannot help to employ the good

signal areas efficiently. It also introduces the issue of wasting tail energy

as introduced in Section 2.1.1 if the signal strength is fluctuating around

the preset-threshold.
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3.2.2 Using Crowdsourced Images for Indoor Navigation

In Publication III, we presented the design, implementation and evalua-

tion of iMoon: a crowdsourced system that provides indoor mapping, local-

ization and navigation service by using photos and sensor data collected

from widely available mobile devices. iMoon is composed of two parts:

building sensor-enriched 3D models and providing indoor localization and

navigation services to mobile users.

The first contribution of this work is building sensor-enriched 3D mod-

els, which efficiently integrate images, inertial sensor data and Wi-Fi

fingerprints. iMoon first builds 3D models of indoor environments from

crowdsourced photos using SfM techniques. The 3D model is updated

by newly collected crowdsourced photos, either from the Internet or from

the mobile client. Secondly, iMoon detects user trajectories based on the

3D model. In practice, sensor data, including accelerometer and gyro-

scope readings, are used as the base for detecting user trajectories. Photos

taken on the way are then used to calibrate the trajectories. Finally, the

Wi-Fi fingerprints along the walking trajectories are also collected and

geo-referenced to facilitate fast localization.

Next, we proposed a fast, image-based indoor-localization algorithm based

on the created sensor-enriched 3D model. Especially, we combine image-

based localization with the fingerprint-based approach. The 3D model is

first partitioned into multiple smaller models based on the density of 3D

points during an offline process. For localization requests, the user sends

a photo together with a group of Wi-Fi fingerprints collected in situ. Wi-Fi

fingerprints are then used to match with the geo-referenced Wi-Fi finger-

prints database. Once potential locations are found, the model partitions

that contain these positions are selected for the image-based localization.

We implemented an A*-like path-finding algorithm using RecastDetour

library [83]. The path-finding algorithm calculates navigation paths based

on a navigation mesh. A navigation mesh is a collection of 2D polygons

that define traversable areas in the space. iMoon generates a navigation

mesh from the 3D point cloud by extracting obstacles from the space [38]

and treating the rest of the areas as traversable areas. Given a naviga-

tion path, iMoon provides visual instructions for users to go through way-

points from source to destination. An instruction comprises three parts:
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1) a photo that shows the place where the given instruction is valid, 2) a

piece of text that tells the user to go straight or make a turn and approx-

imately how many meters to go until the next waypoint, and 3) an arrow

sign that indicates which path to take next.

We implemented a prototype of iMoon in an office lobby and evalu-

ated its feasibility for offering indoor location-based services using crowd-

sourced photos and sensor data. The experiment results show that the

resulting indoor map serves the purpose of navigation, and the functions

of indoor navigation work properly. In addition, our solution to indoor lo-

calization achieves competitive performance compared with conventional

approaches: in most cases, a user can be located within an average of 3.85

seconds with a location error of less than 2 meters and a facing-direction

error of less than 6 degrees.

3.3 Offering Reliable Services with Limited Crowdsourced Data

This section aims to tackle RQ 3. Specifically, we focus on the Scenario II.

In Section 3.3.1, we design an algorithm to offer reliable indoor tracking

services based on crowdsourced maps. Section 3.3.2 introduces a method

of updating indoor navigation graphs with crowdsourced user trajectories.

3.3.1 Indoor Tracking on Crowdsourced Maps

In Publication IV, we designed a solution for particle-filtering-based in-

door tracking when employing crowdsourced maps. Conventional particle-

filtering solutions have been designed to be used with complete and pre-

cise indoor maps. They perform very well within the constraints of ac-

curate indoor maps. However, when using crowdsourced indoor maps,

this assumption of complete and precise maps cannot hold. The quality

of crowdsourced maps, in terms of coverage and precision, depends on

the quality and quantity of data contributed by the crowd. Crowdsourced

maps may be incomplete or may even contain errors, especially at the ini-

tial stage. As a result, the accuracy of indoor tracking drops significantly

when conventional particle filtering is applied to crowdsourced maps.

We proposed an Enhanced Particle Filtering (EPF)-based indoor track-

ing algorithm, facilitating real-time localization with acceptable accuracy
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on crowdsourced maps. The algorithm first uses a crowdsourced 3D point

cloud to generate an occupancy grid map [103]. After that, it adopts initial

position and facing direction, which are calculated by iMoon, to initiate a

group of particles, and it takes accelerometer and gyroscope readings as

input to provide real-time user position estimates at step granularity. It

conducts density-based collision detection and regenerates particles based

on historical collision information.

In the case of conventional particle-filtering solutions, when some par-

ticles try to get through the narrow gaps between obstacles, the colli-

sions may not be caught, as the conditions of collision are not satisfied.

When collisions are caught, conventional methods regenerate the parti-

cles based on live particles nearby. Obviously, this regeneration method

increases the probability of collisions in the following steps.

Unlike previous works, we proposed to check the density of neighboring

occupancy grid cells along a user’s moving path to increase the chances

of catching collisions. As a result, the particles trying to penetrate frag-

mented obstacles can be detected. Furthermore, we propose to keep a

collision-state sequence, which records the collisions that happened in

previous steps. A particle that survives for longer time usually has a

higher probability of being in the right position. When a collision is de-

tected for a particle, our system looks for long-lived particles that have

not suffered any collisions in multiple steps. Then it selects one long-lived

particle that stays nearby as reference for generating a new particle.

We evaluated the performance of our indoor tracking method with real

user traces in an office building. To compare the performance of our pro-

posal with previous work, we also implemented one state-of-the-art con-

ventional particle-filtering algorithm (CPF) based on [69]. The evaluation

results show that the distance error of EPF is much smaller than CPF in

the scenario of crowdsourced maps. In particular, it reduces the average

distance error of indoor tracking by 47%.

3.3.2 Exploiting Mobile Crowdsensing for Updating Indoor
Navigation Maps

There have been a few examples of indoor maps created from crowd-

sourced images and inertial sensor data, including IndoorCrowd2D [30]

and Jigsaw [51]. However, little effort has been invested into methods of
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updating indoor maps after the initial ones have been created. In Publi-

cation V, we proposed to constantly update the navigation map with the

trajectories of mobile users while providing indoor tracking and naviga-

tion services to them.

The system consists of two parts. The first part takes care of navigation-

map generation, while the second part provides indoor tracking and nav-

igation services. Our method employed a method similar to that used

in Publication IV for creating 3D point clouds and occupancy grid maps.

We further generated waypoint graphs for the navigation purposes. A

waypoint graph contains a group of waypoints, which represent the criti-

cal connection positions in an indoor environment. Moreover, we applied

Optical Character Recognition (OCR) techniques [1, 124] to extract infor-

mation of POI from the input images and to add them to the map. We

applied the image-based localization method in Publication III to calcu-

late the initial user position. With the initial position, the designated

destination of POI, and the waypoint graph, our system is able to provide

navigation services.

The key contribution of our system is that it constantly improves nav-

igation services by updating the waypoint graph based on user walk-

ing traces. We proposed an indoor tracking algorithm for the navigation

mode. The basic idea is that a user will follow the navigation path if it is

correctly generated. Otherwise, the user will quit the navigation by not

following the path. The differences between the actual trajectories of the

users and the planned navigation paths are used as feedback for updating

the waypoint graph. As a result, the updated navigation maps, i.e., the

waypoint graphs, better reflect the walkable area of indoor environments.

We implemented and evaluated our system in an office lobby and a su-

permarket with a combined area of more than 6000 m2. The evaluation

indicates that our system achieves reliable user tracking with a less than

2 meter distance error in most cases when providing navigation services.

Furthermore, our system is able to identify and correct most erroneous

navigation paths by utilizing crowdsourced user trajectories.
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3.4 Open Questions

This subsection discusses future work that can be conducted based on the

results of this thesis.

First, different system deployment structures need to be measured for

achieving better performance. For example, comparing the performance

by deploying the system in the access network and the public cloud.

Second, it is important to incentivize mobile users to participate in mo-

bile crowdsensing. Especially, how to incentivize mobile users to con-

tribute data during the bootstrap stage is a critical issue. Incentives like

money and service need to be designed based on different scenarios.

Third, it is possible that the crowdsourced data in some area is quite

sparse, especially during the bootstrapping stage. Methods are needed

for guiding volunteers to efficiently collect data in the most wanted area.

Fourth, our indoor navigation system was built based on VisualSFM,

which works with SIFT. We can further extend the system to support

other feature-extraction methods like Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) [22],

which is a computationally more efficient image feature-extraction algo-

rithm. Tools like openCV [11] and openMVG [12] can be employed for the

SfM pipeline.

Fifth, in addition to updating waypoint graphs as introduced in Publica-

tion V, we need to design advanced algorithms to update layout informa-

tion accordingly. Based on the changes of waypoint graphs, the changes of

obstacles need to be estimated with the algorithm. As a result, the layout

can be updated.

Sixth, with more and more crowdsourced data collected from mobile

users, there exist security issues including malicious attacks. For exam-

ple, attackers can send random photos to our indoor navigation system to

degrade the quality of 3D models. With a small number of malicious pho-

tos, the quality will not be influenced due to not enough feature matches

between these photos and 3D models. However, it is still possible to de-

grade the quality of 3D models with a large number of malicious photos

when enough common features are found. New algorithms for preventing

such malicious attacks are needed in the future.

Last but not least, our image-based indoor navigation system can be

used as a basic service to provide incremental services. Based on the
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high-accurate location and facing-direction information provided by our

system, services like location-based advertisement and augmented-reality

games can be created in indoor environments.
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4. Conclusion

This thesis tries to solve the challenge of efficiently bootstrapping and

continuously improving the performance of mobile crowdsensing systems

from three perspectives: i.e., exploring the feasibility of using crowd-

sourced data to offer new services, designing algorithms to efficiently or-

ganizing and utilizing crowdsourced data, and offering reliable services

with limited crowdsourced data while continuously improving the service

quality afterwards.

The research questions were combined with two practical mobile crowd-

sensing systems. We proposed to save energy in cellular data communica-

tion by adopting crowdsourced cellular signal traces. We conducted mea-

surements to prove the potential to save energy by implementing data

communication based on the cellular network conditions contributed by

other mobile devices. We further implemented a prototype of predictive

transmission to validate the efficacy of our proposed mechanism.

We explored the potential for applying crowdsourced photos to offer in-

door mapping and localization services by reconstructing crowdsourced

3D models. Based on the analysis, we proposed iMoon, an indoor map-

ping, localization, and navigation solution that uses photos and sensor

data collected from a crowd of mobile devices. We further proposed an al-

gorithm to offer reliable indoor-tracking services based on crowdsourced

maps. Moreover, we provided a solution for updating indoor navigation

maps with the crowdsourced user traces.

In this regard, we answered the research questions by designing, devel-

oping and evaluating the above two mobile crowdsensing systems, which

offer useful hints for the development of other mobile crowdsensing sys-

tems in the future.
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